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Disclaimer
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This presentation reflects the views of the author and should not be construed to represent the view or policies of the Vaccines Task Force

The author assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the content of this site. The information contained in this site is provided on an "as is" 
basis with no guarantees of completeness, accuracy, usefulness or timeliness

This presentation may contain copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner. The material is being used for 
informational purposes and constitutes “fair use”

This presentation is confidential and is intended for information purposes. Each recipient of this presentation acknowledges and agrees that the recipient will not 
distribute or reproduce the presentation in whole or in part
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to regulate and 
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The UK Response
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No previous vaccine for 
human coronavirus
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How did we do it … so quickly?
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Industry Initiative and Action
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April
Networked the UK medicines manufacturing community and 
convened a BIA Covid-19 Vaccine Manufacturing Group who had 
the skills and capability to deliver the appropriate treatment, 
announced formally on Friday 17 April, led by Ian McCubbin OBE 
and reporting directly into Sir Patrick Vallance

Worked with Oxford University (Sandy Douglas) and Imperial
College London (Robin Shattock), to assess supply chains and 
support them to scale and rapidly deploy their vaccines

Engaged with CEPI on UK manufacturing capability
.

March

February 2020
Capability Survey sent out to bioprocessing community getting 
them ready to mobilise when required.

Supported the work of Oxford University to build a consortium 
over a weekend to scale up manufacturing of their adenovirus 
vaccine against COVID-19, successfully bidding to UKRI in 
partnership with Pall, Fujifilm, Cobra, Oxford Biomedica, the 
CGT Catapult and VMIC to develop rapid scale up of the vaccine 
to a 1M dose scale by the summer

Continued working with Oxford University (Sandy 
Douglas) and Imperial College London (Robin 
Shattock), to assess supply chains and support them 
to scale and rapidly deploy their vaccines

August
BIA VMG stepped down as vaccines entered the 
government machinery, and a BIA Expert Advisory 
Group, led by Ian McCubbin OBE, emerged in its 
place, to provide advice, support and guidance to 
the Govt VTF.

May - August

BIA COVID-19 Vaccine Manufacturing Group: 2020 headline activities

Slide courtesy of the BIA



Vaccines Taskforce Establishment

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government
-launches-vaccine-taskforce-to-combat-coronavirus

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-
vaccine-taskforce-objectives-and-membership-of-
steering-group/vtf-objectives-and-membership-of-
the-steering-group

Apr 2020

More Proven 
Technology

Speed of 
Development

Table: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-covid-
19-vaccines-delivery-plan/uk-covid-19-vaccines-delivery-plan

Sep 2020

Diverse Portfolio

Industry 
Partners

Government 
Departments

Vaccine 
Developers

Collaborative Partnerships

Feb 2020

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-launches-vaccine-taskforce-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-vaccine-taskforce-objectives-and-membership-of-steering-group/vtf-objectives-and-membership-of-the-steering-group
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-covid-19-vaccines-delivery-plan/uk-covid-19-vaccines-delivery-plan


Working Together
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Knowledge Sharing

Risk Acceptance

Adapt to change

“how much vaccine and when”

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-covid-19-vaccines-delivery-plan/uk-covid-19-vaccines-delivery-plan


Funding
Project Management
Supply

9 - 18 sites
500 – 3000 volunteers

AZ, Novavax, Pfizer, 
Valneva, Janssen, 
Moderna, CureVac

Common Assays
VNA, T-Cell

Overarching co-ordination

Funding
Recruitment 
Prioritisation

NISEC

NIHR

Vaccine 
Developer

Assay Testing 
Sites

Investigators 
& Clinical 

Sites

VTF

Expert Multi – Disciplinary Teams
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JCVI
MHRA

Innovation

Collaboration

Respect



Working Together - Outcomes
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“A process that would normally take months – finding 
hundreds of volunteers we needed for our first clinical trial –
was completed in hours… the MHRA prioritised the work 
they needed to do to review our trial and later our results”

Sources: https://www.nihr.ac.uk/news
https://www.nhs.uk/sign-up-to-be-contacted-for-research?culture=en

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/governm
ent/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/fi
le/1027646/vtf-interim-report.pdf

https://www.nihr.ac.uk/news
https://www.nhs.uk/sign-up-to-be-contacted-for-research?culture=en
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1027646/vtf-interim-report.pdf


Outcomes
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UK and Global Policy Impact

Source: https://nisec.ac.uk/outputs-policy-impact

Further Reading
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)02717-3/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)02718-5/fulltext

https://nisec.ac.uk/outputs-policy-impact
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)02717-3/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)02718-5/fulltext


End to End Planning – Vaccine Deployment
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Dec 2020

Supply

Demand & Deployment

Vaccination Centres

Large scale venues e.g. football 
stadiums

Hospital Hubs, using NHS trusts 
across the country

Local vaccination services, made 
up of sites led by general practice 
teams working together in 
already established primary care 
network and pharmacy teams 
through community pharmacies

https://www.gov.uk/government/publicati
ons/uk-covid-19-vaccines-delivery-plan/uk-
covid-19-vaccines-delivery-plan

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/sy
stem/uploads/attachment_data/file/950113/jcvi-advice-on-
priority-groups-for-covid-19-vaccination-30-dec-2020-revised.pdf

Flicker.com

JCVI Priority Groups

Feb 2020

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/prime-ministeer-and-head-
of-the-nhs-call-for-volunteers-to-support-national-booster-effort

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/at
tachment_data/file/1043779/Temporary_Authorisation_Patient_Information_BN
T162_18_0_UK_Clean.pdf

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-covid-19-vaccines-delivery-plan/uk-covid-19-vaccines-delivery-plan
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/950113/jcvi-advice-on-priority-groups-for-covid-19-vaccination-30-dec-2020-revised.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/prime-ministeer-and-head-of-the-nhs-call-for-volunteers-to-support-national-booster-effort
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1043779/Temporary_Authorisation_Patient_Information_BNT162_18_0_UK_Clean.pdf


Collaboration for Success
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MHRA Approval Pfizer vaccine, 
global first

Apr – Jul 21

Jun
UK first country to administer 
COVID-19 Vaccine (OU/AZ)

Aug – Dec 21

Mid Apr, 15 million vaccinations for 
the most vulnerable groups 1-4

Mid Jul, 17 million vaccinations for 
all priority groups 1-9
Vaccination open for over 40s

May

Vaccination open for over 
18s, 15 -18yr, over 12s

Boosters open for over 50s, 
over 40s, over 18s
International supply

Dec 20 – Jan 21

UK first country to administer 
COVID-19 Vaccine (Pfizer)

MHRA Approval OU/AZ vaccine

08

30
04 Jan
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Future Perspectives
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End to 
End 

Planning

Clear 
Goals & 

Decisions

Working 
Together

Project 
“X”

Adapting 
to 

Change

Initiative 
& Action

Expert 
Multi-

discipline 
Teams

4500 participants enrolled in 7 weeks

71% of UK adults think health care research played an important role in the pandemic
29% trust health care research more than before the pandemic
27% are more likely to take part in health research

“The COVID-19 pandemic has hammered home the strength of our 
research base through rapid delivery of platform trials… Collaboration
has been the foundation of our success…

…for all the successes of our COVID-19 research, we have seen other 
research suffer…

…we need to go even further to support innovative trials across all 
phases, treatment types and conditions – to embed innovative 
approaches across our entire ecosystem” 

Sources: https://www.nihr.ac.uk/news
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-future-of-uk-clinical-research-delivery
https://bepartofresearch.nihr.ac.uk/

https://www.nihr.ac.uk/news
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-future-of-uk-clinical-research-delivery
https://bepartofresearch.nihr.ac.uk/


Academia

Industry 
Partners

Vaccine 
Manufacturers

Government 
Departments

Investigators & 
Clinical Sites

Trial Volunteers

Thank You
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Partners

Vaccines Taskforce

Collaboration is not just for pandemics!


